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HIKING AFTER FIFTY 
By MURIEL GRAUMAN 

HIKING after fifty receives no encouragement from most of our 
friends . They consider it a mild form of insanity, or peculiarity 

at least, when my husband and I might be riding at ease, sleeping in 
soft beds, and indulging in what passes for resting. 

Moreover, they blame the arduous climbing and exposure to 
elements for any ailments which may chance to assail us during the 
year . As if those who live a soft life never have an ache or pain or 
doctor's bill! 

No recognition is given to the fact that there are many ways of 
relaxing and that we emerge from two weeks of trailing with 
rested eyes, quiet nerves, and a general sense of well-being. 
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It is true that only those who have lived a fairly physically active 
life can hope to negotiate the Trail "at our age" and it is usually 
sensible to be as moderate in daily mileage as enthusiasm will allow. 
We have found from experience that about six to eight miles with 
packs in a day is plenty and that ten or twelve leaves us tired enough 
to lay over next day to rest. Of course, we are doing the Trail the 
hard way, two weeks at a time, with no friends to deliver or pick 
us up or hand out provisions at intersecting highways. 

Middle life brings to tramping the Trail , as to other things , a 
different point of view from that of youth. Zest for the physical 
activity is less keen but appreciation has deepened: appreciation of: 
the unselfish labor of pioneers who have made the Long Trail pos
sible; appreciation of a place of escape where we can get the kinks , 
put there by an overdose of so-called civilization, out of our per
spective; and intense appreciation of Nature in all its aspects. 

Although words are inadequate, we tried to express ourselves in 
these liI).es composed on the Trail last summer: 

Our eager feet are finding 
A sylvan trail a-winding 
Along the crest of wooded hills , 
Past singing brooks and mossy rills. 
Here the world seems fair and true, 
Beneath, the green; above, the blue; 
Shy wild flowers in native haunt, 
Woodland toads that lightly vaunt, 
The hidden thrush, the fragrant air, 
(Live creatures, lo, a leaping hare, 
A hooting owl, a bounding deer 
Across the trail show little fear.) 
Banks of ferns , then distant peaks, 
As to us all Nature speaks. 
Away from Man and all he brings 
We draw near to the heart of things. 

I _____ _ 
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THE RESCUE OF A SYMBOL 
By LARRY DEAN 

HOVERING far up under the northeast shadow of Mt. Mansfield's 
Chin is one of the Green Mountain Club's oldest shelters. 

This cabin, built of logs from those very steeps, cut and rolled into 
place by the sweat of men, has after the storms of twenty-one yeCJ.rS 
begun to show age. 

Some half dozen years ago the Long Trail Patrol performed an 
emergency operation and checked a fatal "skin disease," removing 
bark from the logs and replacing badly rotted and crumbling timber . 
But years of heavy snows had begun to force the structure to its 
knees. This summer a gang from Burlington got into a huddle, 
scratched their heads , rolled up their sleeves, spit on their hands, 
and went fo work. Jacks , cable, drills , hammers and steel pegs were 
packed up over the Sunset Ridge trail from the Half Way House. 
The old cabin was pulled back to a standing position and anchored 
to the ledges of the mountain, to stay until the mountain should 



move. Caretaker Daan Zwick packed rolls of roofing across the ridge 
of Mansfield , from the Hotel and down Profanity, on some trips 
carrying 120 pounds to the load. 

It took seven week-end trips to slap on the roofing, lay a metal 
ridge cap, put in a stove pipe chimney, cut a new window space in 
the logs of the east wall , and install three window sashes . Daan 
gave the cabin a creosote lotioning and chinked up the sides . Now 
the once ailing old Taft Lodge stands up strong after passing under 
the healing hands of Daan and Pierre Zwick, Elton Beal, Lee Brown, 
Ken Douglas, Ken Fisher, Jerry Grow, Profs. Buchanan and Puffer, 
Larry Dean and others. 

Taft Lodge has offered shelter to many hikers in the past and it is 
hoped will to many more in years to come. Above all, Taft Lodge 
stands as a symbol of the thought and unselfish energy exerted by 
such men as Judge C. P. Cowles, who made 27 trips up to the site 
when the lodge was being built, and by those other workers during 
the 31 years of Club existence who have made the trails and shelters 
possible to trail lovers in and out of the state. One has but to watch 
those men and women at work, to work with them, to realize the 
full value of the Long Trail. 

May the big rescues along the Long Trail in the future ever be one 
of volunteer cooperation. May we never become dependent on other 
agencies to do the work. May it always be said, "It was wrought in 
mountain pioneer spirit and maintained in that spirit' ' -the spirit of 
which Taft Lodge is a true symbol. 

After . .. 



ARE YOU GOING TO COOK9. 
By MARY PERKINS 

THAT is the question heard on many of The Green Mountain Club 
hikes and the answer is very often, "Yes , we like outdoor cook

ing." When in the mood, we bring along our reflector baker and 
enjoy a cooking spree. That is, the men folks do. My job is to refrain 
from making any suggestions or criticisms. 

It takes time and patience to cook outdoors in winter; so on long 
hikes , when time is precious, we do just a minimum amount of cook
ing: coffee and soup . On the other hand, when we go to Tucker 
Lodge or on some other short hike, our menu includes soup, baked 
bran muffins , meat loaf with tomato sauce, coffee, fruit and candy. 

After the fire has been built up to a roaring blaze and the snow in 
the coffee pot is slowly melting down, the cooks , father and son, 
go into action. The assembling has been done at home. Each food is 
in a separate water-proof cloth bag ready to be combined with the 
necessary liquids. The powdered soup is mixed with cold water 
(sometimes snitched from the coffee pot) until a smooth paste is 
formed . This is added to four cups of boiling water , stirred thor
oughly to <;ivoid lumps, and allowed to simmer for fifteen minutes . 

The muffin mixture is taken from its bag. An egg, carried whole 
in the flour, is now broken and beaten into the flour mixture and 
canned milk, diluted, is added. The muffin mixture is ready for the 
greased reflector baker. It spreads out over half of the pan. The other 
half is reserved for the meat loaf. The hamburg loaf is patted out to 
about one inch thickness and put on to bake. When the muffin mix
ture comes off the baker, canned tomatoes may be placed on top of 
the meat loaf. 

Then comes a lull in the hikers' conversation which means we 
have been well fed, the coffee has been served and approved. We 
agree that this is another perfect day on the Trail. Reluctantly we 



pack our equipment and start for home. On the way out some one 
is sure to remark , " Guess I'll cook next time." 

To fully enjoy outdoor cooking , each meal should be planned 
separately and completely, taking into consideration the time, 
place, and weather conditions . We are looking forward to an over~ 
night snowshoe hike to Killington. On this hike our food will be 
scaled down in weight to as few pounds as possible- powdered and 
dried foods in place of fresh or canned. Some night soon, we shall 
plan our trip . With pencil and paper we shall figure the number of 
apricots each of us will be allowed and so on through the food list . 
If the snow doesn't cover the blazes on the trail , we expect to cook 
on Killington this winter . 
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Trustees and friends,* left to right . 
Front: R . H. Dorney , Walter S. Atwood , I. N. Bartlett, Willis M. Ross, Waldo 
Holden, Roy Buchanan ,* John H. Vandell, Craigue S. Perkins, Earl A. Boyce. 
Middle: Charles T. Hawley,]. Ashton Allis , P. Conant Voter , Larry Dean, Otto 
G. Koenig, Henry J. Bouchard.* 
Back: Mrs. Allis ,* Mrs. Voter ,* Grover E. Wright. * 

TRUSTEES' MEETING 

THE GREEN MOUNTAIN CLUB trustees met at the Long Trail Lodge 
September 2 7, and proved their devotion to duty by staying 

indoors to talk business on one of the most perfect hiking days 
autumn has offered. 

Items discussed and referred to special committees for action 
before the next meeting included a redefinition of the aims of the 
Club: now that the Trail is laid from end to end, should its less 
attractive and more precipitious portions be relocated and im
proved, should side-trails be developed, should a standard set of 
minimum requirements for both Trail and shelters be set up for 
Sections to shoot at? What is the ideal division of responsibilities 
between Sections and the Trail patrol? 

I 



The question of making an award to anyone who covers the entire 
length of the Trail was sent to committee , as was the subject of 
services which may be rendered to Green Mountain Club members 
by the Long Trail Lodge, and possibilities for a closer tie-up with 
colleges and Boy Scout groups throughout the State. 

A move was made to recall to the fold Sections which have 
become inactive, and another to compile a history of the Footpath 
and the Club. 

A large portion of the discussion was devoted to the proposed 
state-wide expansion of club activities in skiing and other winter 
sports, precipitated by the recent affiliation of the Eastern Amateur 
Ski Association. Bill Parrish of Peru, Vt . , was on hand to help the 
Trustees with the formulation of an effective program. 

Roy C. Buchanan, Long Trail Patrol leader , gave an account of 
his group 's endeavors in trail-betterment during the summer. 

The trustees accepted the invitation of the Burlington Section to 
center the next annual lntersectional Hike on Butler Lodge, the first 
Sunday after Labor Day. 

REVIEW OF REVIEWS 
Critics ' eye-view of Footpath in the Wilderness, Middlebury College 
Press. $2.oo. 

"Suitable for those weary of war times and eager to be reinforced 
in their idea that there is something more important in life than 
killing things . [The book deals] with basic things which are fairly 
likely to go on however this war turns out ... [It] has to do with the 
joys of hiking in the open air , among the birds and trees in the sun, 
specifically, along Vermont's Long Trail , a fairly safe haven from 
bombs .. . an anthology of experience round and about the famous 
Long Trail which explains the state as well as anything could." 
Lawrence Dame in Boston Traveler. 



''This should be interesting to the arm-chair traveler and a posi
tive boon to the Vermont tourist ." New Haven J ourna1-Courier. 

"[It] will give joy to all who ·delight in the outdoors . . . a 
pleasantly instructive little book, handsomely illustrated, and 
should be in the possession of everyone who has even a slight ac
quaintance with the Green Mountains , or who wants to go there. 
It is not a guide book but is something which should accompany 
every guide book and makes a seductive introduction to that kind 
of detailed volume.' ' Hartford Courant . 

" It makes the reader decide that he must forwith tramp the Long 
Trail of Vermont." Appalachian Trailway N ews. 

' 'The pictures will make you nostalgic if you have ever been in 
the Green Mountains ." Boston Sunday Post. 

"This publication gets our double-recommendation plaque, first 
for its creatively different construction making it a book collector 's 
item, second , for its £.ne collection of material on Green Mountain 
lore and directions for becoming a modern American trail blazer.' ' 
Don Maust . 

" In this 1 oo-page illustrated symposium provided by eight 
authors and a number of photographers is instructive and interesting 
material for those who think Henry Thoreau and his homely theory 
of a rugged simple life long years ago got on the right track. ' ' 
Springfield Republican. 

" Every chapter more than justifies its keeping. And such pictures! 
They are unique, intimate, the kind somebodies must have treasured, 
and kept back awaiting such an opportunity as this ... And there 
are gobs of them, clear to the edges . .. The first edition will be 
gone quicker 'n scat! " The Vermonter. 

"It is a delightful book, full of interest and real humor, with 99 
excellent pictures, in attractive format of brown paper and khaki 
cover , which we highly recommend, . .. Trail and Timberline. 

" . . . a volume that so fittingly celebrates and describes this long 
trail that many will enjoy it even though they may never more than 



hope to hike along the path. An enthusiastic editor and eight writers , 
including a famous novelist and a United States Senator , have joined 
to produce one of the most valuable library supplements that one can 
imagine to the detailed guide book that all fortunate hikers carry." 
Nature Maga:zin e. 

Ye Ed's arm-chair view of Winter in Vermont by Charles Edward 
Crane, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. $3 .50. 

If, in your opinion, Vermont in winter is an isolated wind-swept 
tundra, its folk huddled for warmth around their pot-bellied stoves, 
the kine lowing through frozen breath in the drifted stables, then 
turn to " Winter in Vermont. " Just flipping through the 300-page 
volume to study as gorgeous a collection of winter scenes as was 
ever assembled will show you that Vermont is pretty well popu
lated when neither mountains nor lawns are green- populated by 
folks having fun. 

Mr . Crane, informal and informative throughout , had fun , too , as 
he dealt with every aspect of the season, indoors and out , from 
Thanksgiving to rugar-off. There's a full chapter devoted to ''Winter 
on the Long Trail ,' ' a sprinkling of references to this very N ews, and 
to a number of Club members. Now that the affiliation of Green 
Mountain Club and Eastern Amateur Ski Association obviates any 
disloyalty to the hiker's tradition in accepting the aid of ski or 
snowshoe, this book may be openly read by everyone. Whether 
you meet the winter hip-deep in drifts, through the frosted pane, or 
listening to weather reports under a Florida palm, you ought to 
enjoy this kind of "Winter in Vermont. " 

If you didn' t like it , don't write us: write the Editors of Life, who 
overlooked the Long Trail and the Green Mountain Club's con
tribution in their recent magnificent but inadequate picture-story 
of the Appalachian Trail System. 



BLUE BLAZES 

Interim at Willis Ross Camp 

INTERSECTIONAL There were three registers to sign and some of the 
participants in the Second Annual lntersectional Hike may have missed all three. 
But cross-checking showed that at least 81 persons footed it to Stratton Pond 
September 7. Rutland had the highest representation, with Bennington and 
Burlington placing second and third. Burlington members climbed Stratton 
Mountain and several intrepid souls , to get out of the raw wind, plunged into 
the frigid waters of the spring-fed pond. A number of children, including David 
Dunklee Jr. , 6 months, made the affair a family party. The Bennington section 
poured. 

The next scheduled Intersectional activity will be a Winter Party at the 
Long Trail Lodge's Chalet on the week end of February 28. 

The Burlington Section will be host to the Third Annual lntersectional 
Hike, centering on Butler Lodge, the first Sunday after next Labor Day. 



AUTHOR The August NEws presented articles by 82-year old Albert Tatro 
and about the very young Alfred Dunklee, both Footpath mountaineers. This 
issue contains a contribution from the middle-age group, as represented by Mr. 
and Mrs. Ernest R. Grauman of Stoneham, Mass. 

At 58 and 53, Mr. and Mrs. Grauman started last year from Williamstown to 
cover the Trail two weeks at a time. This year, they got as far as Glen Ellen 
Lodge. They are keeping a detailed, day-by-day account of the entire hike. "The 
Trail has been a great comfort in these war times," writes Mrs . Grauman. 
"When I wake in the night and think of things going on in the world I quickly 
switch my thoughts to the serenity of the Trail and all the lovely things we saw 
and experienced.'' 

To prove further that the Footpath can aid the cause of mind over matter, 
Mrs. Grauman hiked 80 miles of the Trail with her sacro-iliacs out of align
ment. Her back didn't hurt as much on the Trail as it had at home, but shortly 
after her return it got worse. And here's the denouement. The physician didn't 
.blame her hiking at all, but the soft mattresses she'd been sleeping on in civilized 
life. He assigned her to a hard bed at once and forevermore. "After the Long 
Trail bunks," says Mrs. Grauman, "I was able to change from soft to hard 
without a struggle ." 

HIKER W . N. Smith, 73, of Reading, Penna., accompanied a hiking party 
from the Long Trail Lodge to Couching Lion summit September 2 . They drove 
from the Lodge to Couching Lion Farm, but climbed to the summit and back to 
the Farm between lunch and dinner . 

IMPROVEMENT . Capt. R. H. Dorney unblushingly boasts that he and his 
helpers (not least among them. Mrs. Dorney) have made four miles of the Trail 
approaching Journey's End in the St. Albans section just about the cleanest and 
most pleasant length of the entire Footpath . They didn't cut the brush, he says; 
they yanked . 

FASHION NOTE . Proper costume for mountain climbing: "A bell-shaped 
skirt of blue serge, over which is worn a bright red-and-white-striped waist
coat. The jacket is of serge like the gown, lined throughout with red satin , and 
having its collar and cuffs of dark blue velvet. The hat is a soft felt one of dark 
blue, and has a high bow of scarlet standing up just in front. The parasol is also 
of scarlet."-Ladics Home Journal , i891 



TESTIMONIAL Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lennett of Brooklyn, who covered the 
entire Trail this summer from Blackington to Journey's End, as many have done , 
wrote a note of appreciation to the G.M.C., as many don't. "As our summer 
ends, my wife and I would like to express our gratitude to the Club for the Long 
Trail ... enjoyed every foot of the way ... we've gained memories and ex
periences which we will cherish for a lifetime ... someday I'm going to catch 
up with the Patrol and thank them personally for their splendid work." Mr. 
Lennett also offers suggestions for specific improvements which are being for
warded, along with his thanks, to the Patrol. 

CAR STICKERS The Worcester Section has prepared a supply of G.M.C. 
emblem stickers for automobiles which it offers to share with other sections at 
a "very reasonable price." Write Pearle E. Clarke, 24 Oread Street , Worcester . 

COMING UP The Killington Section hike program, open to all, includes a 
climb to Biddies Knob November 2, to Blackwood for a fireplace party Nov . 
i5, and to Aiken Picnic Area and Bald Mountain, Dec. 7. Bring your own lunch , 
cup, and spoon: the coffee will be waiting. Write Mrs. James Hayward, 80 
Bellevue Avenue, Rutland. 

COOKS! We hope that Mrs. Craigue S. Perkins of Rutland has started some
thing with her article , "Are You Going to Cook?" We should like to make a 
periodical feature of "Footpath Feasts ," full of recipes, menus , short-cuts, 
helpful hints. The Perkinses use a reflector baker. How about you Amis d ' Escof
fier who use grilles and spits and campfire pits? Are you going to share your 
discoveries? 

ANNOUNCEMENT The NEws will devote a page, beginning with the 
February issue, to a calendar of events to come. Club and lntersectional activities 
will be highlighted, of course, but where space allows, section events to which 
outside members are invited will be included. So put the NEws on your mailing 
list, Secretaries, and tell the chef to make extra coffee. 

The cover photo of CAMEL'S HUMP 

is by Arthur E. Briggs. 




